
 The Kill Chain is a pedal designed to 
accomplish a specific set of goals. First, I wanted a 
fuzz full of aggression, and raunchy raucousness. 
Second, I wanted a simple feature set that was easy 
to understand and dial in—nothing to obsess over 
or fiddle with. Just plug it in and rip. And third, I 
wanted a pedal that felt worth more than the price 
of admission, both in price, and versatility of the 
featureset.  
 Foregoing traditional EQ controls, Kill 
Chain utilizes the Depth toggle to control input low 
end, the Bleed toggle to attenuate high end and 
reduce compression, and a Level control that also 
adjusts treble frequencies. Kill Chain has an internal 
transformer based pickup simulator that keeps it 
happy anywhere in your chain. 
 The combination of aggressive fuzz, simple 
EQ shaping, and purposeful design has resulted in 
a pedal that can work just as well at the beginning 
and end of your chain on your guitar and bass 
pedalboards. Kill Chain may be just one knob and two 
toggles, but can satisfy the pickiest knob-twiddlers, 
and feels right at home whether on a studio 
spaceship pedalboard or skate deck on the floor of a 
VFA hall.

CONTROLS: 
Level: Controls the overall output level, as well as the 
treble content of the output.
 
Bleed: Two way toggle switch controlling the treble 
bleed on the output. Left is more compressed 
with grindy treble. Right is crushingly loud with 
attenuated treble frequencies.
 
Depth: Three way toggle switch controlling the 
low end frequencies entering the fuzz. The middle 
position has the least amount of bass for a tight fuzz-
stortion tone. The left position adds heft and low end 
for a bigger fuzz sound. Flip the switch all the way to 
the right for huge low end. 
 
POWER: 
•9v DC only. Do not run at higher voltages. Standard 
2.1mm center negative power only.
•Current Draw: 42mA.
•Use an isolated power supply.
NOTES: 
•Be careful when moving bleed switch to the right, 
turn the volume down before switching. 
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CONNECT: 
Stay up to date with us and show us your gear! 

We don’t want to line the pockets of the 
corporate fat cats, so we don’t run any ads.  
We rely heavily on people like you to help us 

get the word out. Throw us a like, a follow, or 
even a post if you really like us. 

Instagram: @blackmasselectronics
Twitter: @blackmassfx 

#blackmasselectronics

www.blackmasselectronics.com
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SUGGESTED SETTINGS: ON.
RECORD YOUR FAVORITES BELOW.


